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Ashton & Bentley are proud to present our brand new 
innovative concept - Organic Téchni.

A free standing bath with countless creative options, our 
exquisite Organic Téchni bath has been designed with total 
versatility in mind.

Simple yet versatile, the design elements will inspire your 
creative concepts and allow your ideas to evolve.
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INTRODUCING  
ORGANIC TÉCHNI

OUR COLLECTION.  
YOUR INGENUITY.

YOUR CREATIVITY STARTS HERE

Organic Téchni’s focal product is our free standing 
bath. Elegant contours with a luxurious finish born 
of nature’s organic limestone and white marble.

FOCUS YOUR IMAGINATION

Such a considered and carefully crafted product 
commands attention.

LET YOUR IDEAS GROW

Your ideas will flourish - organically.
With the Organic Téchni collection as your 
influence, your design solutions will be naturally 
functional, beautiful and admired by all.

Introducing Organic Téchni’s creative elements.
Your ideas start here:

THE ORGANIC TÉCHNI BATH

One beautifully designed product to focus your 
ideas.

THE CONTOURED RIM

Able to be modelled to any shape you desire, your 
opportunity for creativity is limitless.

FRAME

Combining our precision made complimentary 
frame with the bath offers countless colour 
combinations.

FURNITURE

Introducing a contemporary modular system and 
a range of traditional furniture to accompany the 
Organic Téchni rim bath.

FINISHES

The full range of products can be coloured to your 
specification, including our luxurious Correro™ 
Metallic finishes.
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ASHTON & BENTLEY -  
MADE IN ENGLAND

At Ashton & Bentley we have brought back time 
honoured skills by designing and manufacturing 
our entire freestanding bath collection in our 
English factory.

Beautiful baths individually crafted. This is English 
innovation at its best. Utilising the latest computer 
aided technology and the meticulous use of 
modern materials, together personify the essence 
of Ashton & Bentley.

With our exclusive material Correro™ we have 
harnessed the thermal properties of organic 
limestone and pure white marble. This unique 
composite material is beautiful, hard wearing, 
luxurious and practical, which allows bath water to 
stay warmer for longer.

Our timeless baths, hand-polished by skilled 
craftsmen in a variety of different finishes, remind 
England to be proud of its manufacturing heritage.
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OUR ORGANIC MATRIX -  
CORRERO™

Correro™ is a matrix exclusive to Ashton & 
Bentley, which is rich in organic minerals. The 
material is long lasting, elegant and hygienic, with 
wonderful thermal properties.

Correro™ is inherently “renewable” because
it is solid and homogenous all the way through. 
Most everyday marks or scratches can be repaired 
to restore the bath to its original smooth, hygienic 
solid surface integrity.

The amalgam of organic minerals and high tech 
resins, result in a mineral that is both durable and 
hard wearing, with a luxurious finish that retains 
water temperature longer.
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THE ORGANIC TÉCHNI BATH 

The concept from which all evolves. With inspired curves, and built from a 
complex matrix of luxurious organic minerals, our bath forms the foundation 
of the Organic Téchni range of products.

This is only the start. With bespoke modelled rims, a striking frame and 
complimenting furniture at your disposal... Your ideas will flow.

DIMENSIONS (MM):

1500 free standing - L1500 x W732  x H600
1690 free standing - L1690 x W732  x H600 

BASINS

It is no surprise that the Organic Téchni basin mirrors the elegant form of the 
Organic Téchni bath. Individually they are beautiful. Together they are perfect.

Available in both free standing and inset - the Organic Téchni basins form 
another versatile element in your creative palette.

DIMENSIONS (MM):

900 free standing - L900 x W360  x H162
495 free standing - L495 x W310 x H162
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BESPOKE RIM

Your ability to create is extended with the addition of the Organic Téchni’s rim.

Perfectly moulded to the bath’s organic form - it reaches outwards - and your 
imagination runs with it.

Using your template we can form the rim to any shape you desire - your 
creativity is limitless.

DIMENSIONS (MM):

Bath
1500 bespoke rim - L2100 x W1170 x H600
1690 bespoke rim - L2100 x W1170 x H600
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THE PERFECT FIT

A perfect problem solving solution, the extended rim can be modelled to any 
shape to overcome angles or shapes within your design, no matter  
how awkward.

The contoured rim can extend to a maximum length of 2100mm and a width of 
1170mm, far beyond the baths 1500/1690 x 732mm dimensions.

DIMENSIONS (MM):

Bath
1500 bespoke rim - L2100 x W1170 x H600
1690 bespoke rim - L2100 x W1170 x H600

Basin
900 bespoke rim - L1500 x W500 x H162 
495 bespoke rim - L1300 x W500 x H162
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INSET BATH

Adding one of our perfectly moulded rims to the Organic Téchni bath offers 
many exciting creative opportunities.

The artisans at Ashton & Bentley can profile the rim to any shape you desire, 
meaning you can merge the rim seamlessly within an inset environment, or 
make a statement by using the rim to create contrast with its surroundings.

DIMENSIONS (MM):

Bath
1500 bespoke rim - L2100 x W1170 x H600
1690 bespoke rim - L2100 x W1170 x H600

Basin 
900 bespoke rim - L1500 x W500 x H162 
495 bespoke rim - L1300 x W500 x H162
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FRAME

A perfect work of art demands the very best complimentary frame.

We have designed a beautiful structure that perfectly frames the Organic 
Téchni bath.

The frame can be coloured to your specification including the use of Correro™ 
metallic finishes.

By combining a coloured frame with a colour finish on your bath, the creative 
opportunities are endless.

DIMENSIONS (MM): 

Frame 
L1800 x W800 x H600
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FURNITURE - CONTEMPORARY

For those who desire pre-made furniture to house the baths and basins, we 
have designed a range of furniture options.

Hand made to compliment the Ashton and Bentley collection, these stylish 
contemporary panels can be painted to any colour you desire.

DIMENSIONS (MM):

Bath
1500 bespoke rim - L2100 x W1170 x H600
1690 bespoke rim - L2100 x W1170 x H600

Basin
900 bespoke rim - L1500 x W500 x H162 
495 bespoke rim - L1300 x W500 x H162
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FURNITURE - TRADITIONAL

If you wish to make a feature of your Organic Téchni products within traditional 
surroundings - we have designed beautiful, traditionally styled furniture to 
house both the Organic Téchni bath and basin.

Ashton and Bentley’s craftsmen can paint the furniture to any colour you desire.

DIMENSIONS (MM):

Bath
1500 bespoke rim - L2100 x W1170 x H600
1690 bespoke rim - L2100 x W1170 x H600

Basin 
900 bespoke rim - L1500 x W500 x H162 
495 bespoke rim - L1300 x W500 x H162
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STONE FINISH

Designed to emulate a sculptured stone finish.

DIMENSIONS (MM):

Bath
1500 free standing - L1500 x W732 x H600
1690 free standing - L1690 x W732 x H600 

Basin
900 free standing - L900 x W360 x H162
495 free standing - L495 x W310 x H162
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LIMITLESS COLOUR

With factory finish Correro™ options including 
metallic, as well as the option to hand paint yourself 
- your creative colour options are limitless.

CORRERO COLOUR™  
FACTORY FINISH

Ashton & Bentley are pleased to offer an exclusive 
high quality paint finish that is protected with 
Correro Colour™.

Your personalised colour scheme can be 
implemented using our traditional craftsmen and 
the finest materials, ensuring you a truly one of a 
kind Ashton & Bentley bath.

CORRERO METALLIC™

This process unique to Ashton & Bentley is the 
perfect alternative to cold metal baths. 

The finish is exceptionally strong and elegant but 
without the excessive weight.

SELF PAINT

Our Organic Correro™ material allows you to create 
your own paint finish. 

Depending on your preference, consider Matt, 
Eggshell or Gloss.
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Brass Platinum Copper

CORRERO METALLIC™

Brass Platinum Copper

HAMMERED

Your choice*
* Example shows Correro™ Linden Green

Stone Matte White Gloss

STANDARD WHITE FINISHES CORRERO COLOUR™

Please Note: The above images are for illustration purposes only                                
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1500 free standing
L1500 x W732 x H600

1690 free standing
L1690 x W732 x H600

1500 bespoke rim

Bath
L1464 x W670 x H600

Rim
L2100 x W1170 x H600

1690 bespoke rim

Bath 
L1640 x W670 x H600

Rim 
L2100 x W1170 x H600

BATHS

Frame L1800 x W800 x H600

FRAME

1800mm 1800mm 1800mm 1800mm

800mm

600mm

800mm

600mm
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The void that has been created under the bath gives the installer enough space to accommodate the waste 
outlet and trap and allows the bath to drain off above the floor level making it suitable for any application.

HAND BASINS

PLINTH

120mm
20mm

495 free standing
L495 x W310 x H162

495 bespoke rim
L1300 x W500 x H162

900 bespoke rim
L1500 x W500 x H162

900mm

900 free standing
L900 x W360 x H162

900mm

900mm

36
0m

m
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GET IN TOUCH

Put Organic Téchni at the heart of your next 
project. Contact us for more information.

The Design Studio,
Creative Industries Centre,
Wolverhampton Science Park,
Wolverhampton,
WV10 9TG

01902 83 74 36 | 01902 83 74 37
www.ashtonandbentley.co.uk
info@ashtonandbentley.co.uk


